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Abstract

PARATI — A PROGRAM FOR RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT AFTER
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF URBAN AREAS.

A dynamic model aimed on the assessment of the long-term consequences of an accidental
contamination of urban environments has been developed. The model was designed to assess the
radiation exposure, as a function of time, of the different kinds of people that uses the contaminated
environment, the relative contribution of each exposure pathway to simulate the application of
countermeasures and its effects on the reduction of surfaces contamination and on the exposure of the
individuals and of the population. The model is an empirical one, mainly based on environmental data
gathered after the Chernobyl and Goiania accidents, and takes into account climatic and population
habits characteristics of tropical areas. The model was applied here to a contamination with the
radionuclide 137Cs but can be easily adapted to other nuclides by changes on parameter values. An
analysis of the variabilities associated to the model outputs regarding population habits, different
kinds of urban environment and parameters uncertainty has shown that the main source of uncertainty
on model predictions is associated to a correct knowledge of population characteristics, its habits and
uses of the contaminated environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The PARATI model was developed to assess the dose for individuals of the public,
resulting from the radioactive contamination of urban and semi-urban environments, in order
to evaluate the radiological consequences of the accident and to suggest the adequate
countermeasures. PARATI was then designed to assess the resulting cumulative radiation
doses, as a function of time, for different kinds of people, to indicate the fractional
contribution to these doses from each pathway, and to point out the relative effectiveness of
protective actions regarding dose reductions.

The design of the PARATI model is focused on the assessment of the medium and
long term consequences of an accidental liberation. It has its starting point when the material
is already deposited on the environment, after the passage of the radioactive cloud. The model
presented in this paper is applied to the assessment of consequences of a contamination of an
urban environment for the radionuclide 137Cs. However, it will be extended in the future also
to several other nuclides through the application to specific parameter values.

2. MODEL STRUCTURE

2.1. Exposure Pathways

The exposure pathways considered in PARATI include:
— external beta and gamma irradiation due to the deposited material
- external beta and gamma irradiation due to resuspended activity
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- internal irradiation through inhalation of resuspended activity
- internal irradiation due to ingestion of contaminated foodstuff.

Several studies, field data and transfer or exposure models were used to
compose the PARATI model. Whenever possible, it was preferred to use post-Chernobyl data,
together with results from the Goiania project (Amaral et al. 1992, Pires do Rio 1993). The
time behaviour of the activity on surfaces and the contribution of each surface to the exposure
fields are estimated for each location of the urban environments following the model
developed by Jacob and Meckbach (Jacob et al. 1987, Meckbach et al. 1988A, Meckbach et
al. 1988B). Some parameter values were adapted from this original data set to fit tropical
environments. Internal doses due to inhalation of resuspended activities are also estimted. For
the external locations, the skin beta dose is also calculated. Internal doses due to the ingestion
of foods produced in vegetable gardens or fruits, and products from small domestic animals
such as hen meat and eggs, are also simulated by the model, as a function of the region of
origin of these food products, taking into account the productivity of home vegetable gardens
in urban and sub-urban areas.

2.2. Simulated Processes

Deposition in urban surfaces are estimated according to the initial deposition in a
uniform horizontal lawn, the kind of deposition process (dry wet or storm deposition), and
retention characteristics of each surface.

The main natural process of removal of activity from surfaces is weathering. Each
surface has its own behaviour related to the loss of the initially deposited material, according
to its characteristics of retention and fixation of the deposited material. The material lost by
weathering is considered in the model but its transfer to any other compartment is not
computed, since weathering is usually a very slow process for most common urban
construction materials. Other important natural processes that modify the surfaces' activity are
the radioactive decay, the recontamination of internal surfaces of houses and buildings due to
deposition from airborne material and due to dust carried indoors by shoes, the resuspension
of materials initially deposited on soils and lawns to the air. Migration in non-paved surfaces
leads to a depletion of the surface activity and to the contamination of the deeper layers.

Up to 20 artificial processes for the removal of material deposited on surfaces can be
simulated in the model. Protective measures may be applied to the same or to different
surfaces anytime during the assessment period. Examples of possible measures to be
simulated are the cutting of lawn, the removal of layers of soil or sand, the prune of trees, the
water or chemical washing of paved surfaces, the scrapping of pavement layers and the
removal of tiles or pavement layers.

2.3. Scenarios

Scenarios are considered to be a detailed description of the urban area and the
correspondent description of the uses of these locations by a specific population.

2.3.1. Urban Areas

The urban area to be assessed by the model may be divided into up to 5 regions,
according to the deposition pattern. Each region is then characterized by a homogeneous
deposition under a specific weather condition, described by two quantities: a qualitative
parameter, that refers to the kind of deposition at the region (dry, wet or storm deposition) and
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a quantitative parameter, that refers to the amount of radionuclide deposited in a unit area of
lawn.

Each urban region contains up to 20 different urban environments. The selection of
environments to be modelled must consider the four main human activities related to external
exposure simulated by the model, that are residence, work or study, leisure and transit.
According to this criteria, the choice of urban environments to simulate may include
residential constructions, such as houses built with high or low shielding materials, buildings
in row or with external gardened areas, commercial houses, office buildings, schools, indoor
and outdoor leisure envirnments such as parks, beaches or playgrounds and different kinds of
streets such as those with good pavement and those with cracked or even no pavements.

The urban environments are sub-divided into locations. Exposure fields are assessed,
as a function of time, for all urban locations. Exposure of individuals, except the ingestion
pathway, is related to the occupancy rates of the urban locations.

Different kinds of urban surfces are simulated to compose the locations, including
paved surfaces such as asphalt or concrete streets, cobblestone areas, paved areas on the
outside compartment of houses or building playgrounds, walls, roofs, windows, neighbouring
constructions, non-paved areas such as lawns, soil or sand and other surfaces that may
contribute to the external dose such as trees and internal surfaces of houses and buildings.

Other environmental compartments such as air, foodstuff and soil layers are also
considered in the model.

2.3.2. Urban Population

The selection of human groups must consider the differences in activities patterns,
occupation patterns and dose or risk factors. As so, individuals are characterized by age,
behaviour groups and occupation pattern in the different urban environments. The model
follows the individuals through time considering grow up processes.

Each individual must be described in terms of age group, behaviour group and
occupation pattern, specifying the time daily spent in each location of the urban environments,
relevant to the calculation, with the possibility of each individual occupying several
compartments, of several environments of one or more region, according to the main human
activities simulated in the model (residence, work or studying, transit and leisure activities).

2.3.3. Simulated Scenario

The results presented in this work refer to an urban area composed of residential
houses built in high and medium shielding material, office building in a row and park areas.
Three population groups considered are:

- residents that live in high shielding houses
- resident that live in low shielding houses
- weekend visitors, staying in high shielding houses and using park areas for

leisure activities.
Each of these groups is sub-divided into seven age groups. The basic scenario is

related to a dry deposition of 1 kBq.m"2 in a smooth and uniform lawn surface.

3. MODEL RESULTS

Outputs of the model include the time dependent activity concentration on surfaces
and air, kerma rates for all urban locations, dose rates, integrated doses and lifetime risk for
individuals, groups of individuals and for the population as a whole, and the effect of
protective measures in reducing these doses. The doses calculated in the model are the
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Effective Equivalent Dose for the external exposures and the Committed Effective Equivalent
Dose for the internal exposures. For the characterization of groups or population, it is used the
average individual dose instead of the collective dose because the first one is independent of
the number of persons composing the groups or the population.

The model also computes the input of contaminated materials to a sink region, by
making the estimate of the amount of contaminated material that is removed by
decontamination procedures, per unit area of the surface to which it was applied. This data can
be used as input for the assessment of material that will be brought to waste repositories or to
other outside areas such as garbage systems or rain water drains. Some examples of model
results are given below:

3.1. Surfaces

The model estimates the time behaviour of the activity deposited on surfaces after the
initial deposition event (Fig.l). It can be seen that each surface has a characteristic behaviour,
according to its retention and weathering properties. This kind of deposition affects the initial
retention by surfaces but not the subsequent weathering characteristics (Fig.2).

T i m e l«Sf

Figure 1 - Time behaviour of deposited activity in urban surfaces for & dry
•deposition of 1 kB*?.m"s In a smoafs and uniform lasw surface

Figure 2: Activity psr unit area of ihree different surfaces for different kinds of
deposlons,

3.2. Exposure fields

The exposure fields are assessed for all urban locations according to the contribution
of all surfaces to this exposure (Fig.3, where main surfaces contributing to the exposure fields
are shown, for two locations of an urban environment).
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Figure 4; Poputalion and groups
integrated doses

Figure S: Age groups doses
for habit groyp A

:;& feSf»iis at th«: tiptSfifiv
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3.3. Dose Results

The doses are presented, as a function of time, for the population (per caput dose),
average for habits groups (Fig.4), average for age groups (Fig.5), or individually (Fig.6).

The contribution of surfaces to the individual doses can also be assessed, as
exemplified in Table I.

3.4. Countermeasures

The effect of the application of protective measures is assessed by the model through
the estimate of dose reduction. As an example, Table H shows the results obtained for the
application of a countermeasure of removing a small layer (1 cm) of top soil. It can be seen
the effect of the protective measure for different kinds of deposition, and, for a dry deposition
the effect of the time of implementation of the measure on the reduction of the population
dose:

Removal of 1 cm Soil Layer from m;ww.:::
Residences

Kins of
twse

•;$ <m ;

4. VARIABILITIES AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

An extensive analysis of variabilities due to differences in urban environments,
between individuals and its uses of the urban area, and a parameter uncertainty analysis were
carried out (Rochedo 1994) and compared with respect to the variability on the population
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dose. Differences between individuals can be responsible for about one order of magnitude
variability on model results (Fig.7), with coefficients of variation (CV) about 0.45 for the
simulated scenario, for integrated average population lifetime dose and a CV about 0.11 for
individuals in the same age group. The characterization or urban locations can lead to a CV in
the range of 0.15 to 0.30. Different uses of a same urban area can lead to a variability on the
dose results of 0.5 to 0.6. Parameters uncertainty analysis was performed using the program
PRISM (Gardner 1990) and can lead to CV from 0.15 to 0.30, with a complex variation
feature along the assessment period, as can be seen in Table HI, which shows the main
processes and main surfaces contribution to the uncertainty of model results for different
times of the assessment period. The comparison of effects on dose results are summarized in
Figure 8, for the lifetime average population integrated dose.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The assessment of future trends of population exposure is a necessary tool for the
decision process after an accidental contamination. Several aspects related to long term
behaviour cannot be precisely foreseen and the follow up of accident consequences is
important for the future validation of the model results. For the simulated scenario and for the

11*7

radionuclide Cs, the main pathway is the external exposure to the deposited activity, with
the main contribution due to the non-paved surfaces. Trees show a relevant contribution,
mainly for the short term, and roofs have also significant contribution to population exposure.
The main source of uncertainty is related to an adequate knowledge of the population and the
correct characterization of its habits and uses of the environment.

Sources of Variability on Model
Results

Figure 7. dose rates for 105
of the simulated scenario

Figures 8. Comparison
sources of variability of model results

to •ujncsrtsilniy of parameters
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